
 

HANDBOOK RESIDENCY GUIDE 

 Vale de Gatos is a place for craftspeople, artists or professionals of different areas 

interested in working with wool or other textile fibres. Moreover, our residency 

programme seeks to promote creativity in a quiet and peaceful environment, far away 

from stress and routine. We are thrilled to offer a place for exchange, where guests can 

count on the technical support of weaver Isabel Cartaxo, and all the hospitality of Vale de 

Gatos. 

      

OUR RESIDENCIES 

 Residencies may be attended either individually or in small groups, namely in the 

areas of weaving and spinning. Programmes may be devised according to the interests 

and objectives of residents. Residencies may last from one week to one month, according 

to the needs and characteristics of the residents’ work or purpose. 

 The residency offers different spaces: a main spinning and loom studio, a dying 

area, a well-equipped library with specific books about textiles, but also a large variety on 

art, handicraft and architecture, a living room and living spaces for up to four residents/

artists. 



Residencies include accommodation in private rooms, providing linen, towels and

weekly cleaning, two shared bathrooms, a kitchen equipped with a washing machine. 



STUDIO FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

• Spinning wheels 

• Looms 

• Multifunctional space with a 2m-long table 

• Natural dying facilities 

• Sewing machine 

• Serger machine  

• Multifunctional space for spinning, weaving, tapestry, embroidery, hand-knitting, crochet 

or other textile projects 

• Access to library 

• Free Wifi 

RESERVATIONS 

In order to guarantee your participation in our Residency Programme, we kindly ask you 

for an advance payment of 50%; the balance is to be paid on arrival. Should you cancel 

your residency, your payment will be secured for a next time. No refunds are possible. 



GROCERIES 

Our farm is a relaxed 20' walk from the village. Should you forget something on your 

shopping list, however, no need to worry; just let us know. 

In addition, for those residents who do not come by car, we provide a weekly trip to the 

nearest village supermarket. 

 SHOP 

We produce and process the wool of our own sheep. All the processes are 100% natural. 

You can buy this unique wool at Vale de Gatos, as well as other different products made 

by Isabel (yarns and woven or knitted pieces). 



ATTRACTIONS IN VIANA DO ALENTEJO / ÉVORA 

 Vale de Gatos is conveniently surrounded with a choice of spots both connected to 

cultural and architectural history and traditions and to nature. 

In Viana do Alentejo, the castle and the main church inside its walls in the center of the 

village, the pottery shop, the sanctuary of Nossa Senhora D’Aires in the outskirts of the 

village and bordering on the countryside. 

 Around Viana do Alentejo you can find some hiking trails through the characteristic 

rural environment of olive and cork trees, the several abandoned marble quarries in the 

hills around, the dams of Odivelas (29 km ) and Alvito ( 8 km). 

 Alvito is a small village 10 km away southeast-bound, full of history and historical 

and architectural references and centenary olive trees. 

 Évora is a Unesco World Heritage city, 30 km North of Viana. Even though inside its 

old walls it may look small, this city offers you another dimension of cultural and 

architectural interests. As you wander through the narrow streets and surprising squares, 

you will find ruins from the Roman period, namely a temple, several churches, palaces and 

museums, the theatre, interesting contemporary architecture, beautiful parks - and much 

more. 
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ABOUT US  

 Vale de Gatos is a rural haven 27 km south of Évora, the charming capital city of 

the region of northern Alentejo. The farm is located in the outskirts of the country town of 

Viana do Alentejo, 1,5 km away, rooted in the natural unspoilt countryside typical of this 

area - olive trees, holm oaks and the perfume of unique undergrowth. In Vale de Gatos, 

quietness is rich with the soft sounds of nature where the sharp ear will recognise the odd 

bleating from the flock of Campaniças, the endemic breed of sheep that constitute one of 

its main treasures.  

  

 Viana do Alentejo is a small village, providing for the essential needs and 

equipment of a community of 2,000 inhabitants and its visitors (restaurants, shops, health 

centre, drugstore, a bank branch). 

 Isabel and Carlos’ house (she, a weaver, he, an architect) is an old traditional 

building of the Alentejo region, rehabilitated between 2000 and 2004, where the 

traditional lives together with the contemporary language of architecture in the respect of 

both times and identities.  



  

HOUSE 

 The house has four individual rooms, a shared studio prepared for nearly all kinds 

of textile work, a living room and an inspiring and quiet porch looking west to the 

countryside and the sunset. 

  

 Vale de Gatos is both an agritourism unit, open to visitors looking forward to a 

soothing rural environment, and a textile centre duly equipped for professionals with an 

interest in developing their skills, experiences or research programmes, either around the 

old traditional techniques, or in the fulfilment of their own contemporary ways of 

expression. It is a  place open to the sharing of ideas and thoughts, open to creativity, 

with a mind to making of the respect for one another one conceptual language. 



 

www.valedegatos.com 

valedegatos@gmail.com 

+351 266 939 191 

-  

Isabel Cartaxo +351 96 106 2152  

Carlos Marques +351 91 764 6850  

Useful Contacts 

Emergency 112 

Fire brigade +351 266 953 123  

Police +351 266 953 126 

mailto:valedegatos@gmail.com

